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see page 14
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Staff Writer

Over 2,000 signatures have
been collected on petitions
distributed by the Students' Ad
Hoc Committee · for Faculty
Rights protesting Dr. Henry Van
Twyver's tenure opposition.
Edi toria~ page 6

According to Sandra Mellow,
a spokesman for the committee,
"The ad hoc committee is urging
that the 'FTU Chairman's
Summary Ranking and
Recommendation' form be
discarded or revised to eliminate
every vestige of the possibility of
value judgments including
applications for tenure."
In order to facilitate
circulation of the petitions, the
ad hoc committee staffed a table
on the VC green last week.
Earlier, a few members of the
committee had attempted to
solicit signatures by the
reflecting pond, but were told
by administrative personnel they
needed a permit to protesL.
Debbie Phelps, chairman of
the committee said they
obtained protest permits from
the Office of Student
0 rganizations. She said the
Photo by Kerry Faunce

CAROLYN PAUL, sponsored by the Village Center, was
crowned Homecoming Queen at Saturday nights' game with
Florida Southern College. See story, page 4.

-T orchy

Photo by Kerry Faunce

TORCHY CLARK and the Knights won a resounding
victory over top-ranked Florida Southern Saturday. Story on
page 14.

FTU-Rollins
game to be
telecast
see page 14

Van Twyver petition
gains Student support
By KERRY FAUNCE

Carolyn

LIBRA

Who is Henry
Van Twyver?
Dr. Henry Van Twyver, the .
associate professor of
psychology who has won the
support of about 2 000
petitioners protesting the
criterion used in refusing to
recommend him for tenure,
received his bachelor of arts
degree at San Diego State
University in 1963.
He earned his master of arts
two years later at the University
of Florida (UF).
While at UF, Van Twyver was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa, a
· national acedemic honor society.
Later he received the Griffith
Award for research, a national
award for graduate students and
Ph.D.s of five years or less.
Van Twyver received his
Ph.D. at UF in 1967. After
graduation he served as a
post-doctoral fellow at the
university of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA) Medical Center.
As a post doctoral fellow,
Van Twyver conducted sfeep
research at the UCLA Brain
Institute and taught classes at
San ta Monica.
Before coming to FTU Van
Twyver conducted full time
research at the U.S. Veterans
Administration at Yale
University from 1968 to 1970.
Van Twyver is in his sixth
year of teaching at FTU. Since
joining the FTU faculty he has
published over 25 articles in
professional publications,
received several research grants
from national science
foundations and has served as a
consulting editor for the
' International Sleep Reviews,"
published by the UCLA Brain
Research Institute.

permits allowed them ~o solicit
signatures in designated "protest
areas."
The areas included the
ground near the sidewalk around
the reflecting pond, the area
near the Engineering Building
and grounds near the Village
Center to the southeast of the
postal station.
Ms. Phelps said the
committee had planned to
organize a picket line, but that

Director of Student
0 rg anizations Jimmy Ferrell
advised against it.
"He said we shouldn't picket
because it would do more harm
than it would help," she
explained.
Even
without
a
demonstration the ad hoc
committee attracted much
· attention, according to the
Continued on page 7

Photo by Kerry Faunce

STUDENTS 'PICK UP PETITIONS to protest the possible
denial of tenure to FTU psychology prof Henry Van
~wyver. Student organizers of the effort hope to get 5,000
signatures to present to President Charles Millican today.
•.

A cabinet disbands
•
executive
By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

Student Body President,
Gary Andersen, recently
dissolved the executive
cabinet and is restructuring
the body into varied task
forces which will "study,
develop, modify and
effectively follow through
and maintain the services and
rights for the student body."
Andersen said the cabinet
was disbanded because
cabinet positions were spread
too thin to compensate if one
of the members was unable to
carry out his specific task.
Andersen said spasmodic
work loads, which resulted in
the members not keeping
regular office hours and
cabinet members' volunteer,
status made it difficult for
him to require any work done
on a regular basis.
"I was just tired of nothing
getting done " Andersen said.
"The cabinet was just not
organized very well."
According to Andersen,
the new structure, based on
between four and nine task
forces, has some advantages
over a cabinet.
"It allows for a lot of
flexibility," Andersen said.
"The individual groups will
overlap ht important areas."

The task force structure
would also allow for smaller
overall group which Andersen
said would "provide for
better communication and
get some things accomplished
·
on a regular basis."
The directors of the
individual groups would have
volunteer workers under
them. Andersen plans task
forces on academic, service
and policy areas, spirit
development, extra-university
activities and special
organizations.
A problem of the new
structure which Andersen is
investigating is how to pay
the task force directors.
"They have to be paid some
how," Andersen said. "I am
going to want too much work
out of them not to give them
something." He added the
money, which will come from
Activity and Service Fee
money, could either be paid
on a quarterly basis or
according to the amount of
work
each director
supervised.
Andersen said the former
cabinet members would be
given the first opportunity to
be appointed to the new
structure. He added if the
money situation could be
solved, the task force would
be operating by the end of
the week.
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Gurney named to head
.foreign visitors program

COMEDIAN

Is Comi ng to

By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

In an effort to expand services in central
Florida
the Mid-Florida Council for
Internati~nal Visitors (MFCIV) named Dr. David
Gurney, assistant professor of education, liaison
office in charge of coordinating an international
visitors program at FTU.
The MFCIV, Gurney said, is an official
programming agency for short-term in_ternation~l
visitors from 115 nations. The function of this
agency is to coordinate a "grass-roots
diplomacy" with visiting leaders, specialists and
influential persons invited to America by the
U.S. Department of State.
.
Gurney said he became interested in the
MFCIV last quarter when he tried to find a
family to sponsor a Pe.ruvian student. The
student was introduced to several candidates by
the council, he explained. Gurney later
approached the council with the idea of
incorporating students in the program. "I asked
the board if they would mind calling FTU
students 'short-term visitors'," h.e said, "and they
appointed me a liaison officer."
As a liaison officer, Gurney set out to
determine how the MFCIV could best serve the
university community.
One idea, he said, is to get FTU's foreign
students involved in off-campus activities. This is
often difficult because few of them have cars.
Another is to get these students to 1 visit with
persons from their respective countries_·
. =~

K~EIN

ROBERT

"What we've tried to do," Gurney explained ,
"is identify some of these problems and get
foreign students more involved with the
community and get the community mo~e
involved with the students."
Gurney said interaction with the community is
important because few citizens realize foreign
students attend FTU. These students can
stimulate community awareness of different
cultures, he added.
.
"What the council might be able to do is to ,
start inviting these students to one function or
another.
"For instance, if people from Iran came, we
would get Iranian stud en ts to host them," he
explained.
Other ideas suggedted by Gurney include
"promoting interaction" between foreign
students and individual families, occasional
dinners and perhaps a week-long foreign culture
exhibit.
The basic goal of these functions would be to
give these students a feeling they are doing
something, Gurney said.
"It doesn't mean we'll be able to alleviate all
problems experienced by foreign students," he
said, "but it's up to MFCIV members to do
something to help."
Anyone interested in participating in the
program should contact Gurney in the Education
Department, extension 2286.
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Van Twyver tenure

SG resolution
•
•
protests cr1ter1a
•

By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

The Student Senate recently
passes a resolution protesting the
criterion used in the fefusal to
recommend tenure for Dr.
Henry Van Twyver, an associate
professor of psychology.

DR. HENRY VAN TWYVER

...

· The resolution states there is
some question · about the
''fa i mess of the university
administration, because it
apparently discriminates against
faculty members on the basis of
personality or other reasons
which are not normally criteria
for selection of faculty for
tenure."
The resolution also urges the
administration to "consider the
damage these injustices are doing
to the university and student
·body and implement policy
change which will rectify the
present situation."

According to Rich Walsh,
student body vice-president, the
executive committee, made up
of the committee chairmen, the
president pro tempore and
Walsh, will hand-deliver the
resolution to President Charles
N. Millican, members of the
tenure committee and Dr. Philli
P.M. Tell, grievance chairman for
the. United Faculty of Florida.
Waish said President Millican
has guaranteed the senate "due
process will be followed" and
aded Millican had been very
responsive to the senators and
wo.uld give the resolution a "fair
shake."
Van Twyver was denied
nomination for tenure by the
Committee of Tenured Faculty,
the chairman of the Psychology
Department, and the dean of the
College of Social Sciences.
Walsh said Millican may
either let the tenure committee's
decision on Van Twyver stand,
grant tenure or appoint a
committee to investigate the
'tenure granting process.

WINNING FLOATS for the
Homecoming parade:
Taking first place for best
theme float was Tri-Delta's
"Liberty Bell." Second
place for best theme went
to the Betsy Ross float by
Alpha Chi Omega. Not 'Wtiiiiiliiif.
pictured is the entry by the
Fu tu re M~u-keters Club,
which was judged "best
constructed. "

.Fut_
u re----

CAMPUS
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McLuhan, media
critic, to ,lecture
••

.fl!ri-Delta scholarships
to be awarded locally

Dr. Marshall McLuhan, noted
author and theorist on mass
communication media will visit
Central Florida this month with
a speech at FTU Thursday, Feb.
19.
His FTU appearance is being
sponsored jointly by the Student
Media Association, -Sociology
Club, Village Center Speakers
Committee and Studen .t
Government. He will spend the
day visiting undergraduate
classrooms for question-andanswer sessions prior to his
evening program.

All full-time undergraduate women at FTU are eligible to
apply for the annual Delta Delta Delta Service Projects
Scholarship.
Tri-Delta's Beta Lambda Chapter at FTU will award $500 to
one local winner. All winners at the college level will be eligible
for a $1,000 award to be made by the sorority's National Service
Projects Fund.
Candidates will be judged on academic record, contribution to
campus . life, financial needs and "promise 'of valuable service in
their chosen field."
.
Applications are available from Mrs. Carol Wilson, dean of
women, Donald Baldwin,· director of financial aid, and Jeanine
Alonge, Tri-Delta service projects chairman. Deadline for
submitting applications is March 1.

'

McLuhan has earned
international repute through
authorship of more than a dozen
books in which he has slain some
of sacred cows of Madison
Avenue and in televvision, radio
and newspapers. In FTU spee h
he will analyze the media and
their effect on society in "The
Medium is the Massage."

MARSHALL M~LUHAN

l 1
• I

McLuhan's impact on the
media in general, and the
electronic media in particular,
has brought criticism and praise
to the Canadian. The New York
Times has hailed him as "one of
- the most inventive thinkers since
Freud, Einstein and others ... "
The holder of eight honorary
doctoral degrees and five earned
degrees, including a Ph.D. from
Cambridge, McLuhan is a
professor at the University of
Toronto, and also director of
that university's Centre for
Culture and Technology.
The evening program begins
at 8: 30 p.m. in the Village
Center Assembly Room.
Admission is $2 for the general
public and free to students with
IDs. Tickets may be picked up in
the Student Government office.

ADJUSTABLE
.LIFE INSURANCE
for

students, faculty &staff
For further info contact

WILLtAM T. NUNLEY
or

MICHAEl

DAMIANO

500 ST. ANDREWS BLVD.
CREALDE MALL SUITE 206
WINTER PARK~ FLORIDA 32789
PHONE: (305) 671-7337
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Carolyn Paul:

All Oriental-American girl
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD
Associate Editor

Her interests have altered during her years in
this country, but her love for dancing has not
waned. Last year, Miss Paul took up ballet.
"I'm glad I started because it's really good
exercise," she said.
An amateur photographer, she "loves sports
cars" and big dogs, "especially Afghan hounds."
The assistant art director for the Village
Center (VC) for the past six months, she is also
an active member of the VC Cultural Events
Committee.

Spectators in the Jam-packed gymnasium
waited in hushed suspense last Saturday evening
as the voice over the loudspeaker boomed,
"FTU's Homecoming Queen for 1976 is ... Miss
Carolyn Paul, representing the Village Center."
Several seconds of silence pervaded, followed
by a wave of resounding applause, as the large
crowd paid homage to the petite
Oriental-American beauty who will serve as
FTU's ambassador throughout the coming year.
Teary-eyed adorned in a delicately fashioned
pink silk evening gown, custom-made for her in
China, the newly crowned queen beamed
radiantly as shw gracefully strolled off the
basketball court.
Later, she commented, "I just couldn't believe
it was happening tom~!"
The 21-year-old graphic arts and business
senior is a native of Japan, who immigrated to
this country seven years ago. Her family first
lived in San Francisco. She quipped, "It was
really a shock to live there because of all the
hippies. Now Japan is like that too, though."
After residing in San Francisco for six
months, Miss Paul and her family journeyed
cross-country to Central Florida.
The brown-eyed reigning beauty said
demurely, "People in the United States are
completely different from the Japanese. Their
lifestyles are different, but not as different as the
people themselves." ·
Pausing to bruch back a long strand of thick
brunett~ hair, she continued, "People down hter
are so easy-going."
As a young girl growing up in Jawan, Miss Paul
studied the cultural arts. She enjoyrd Japanese
dancing, played the koto (a 12-string musical
instrument) and performed in several piano
recitals.

NATURAL FOODS
by YOUNG LIFE
Corner of 50 & 436
Zayre Plaza
Full line of Natural Foods
Vitamins - Minerals
Vegetarian & DieteticFood

Her natural charm radiated as she quietly
confided that she was asked several weeks ago to
represent the VC in the Homecoming queen
contest, and initially declined. Luckily, however,
she reconsidered and her name was placed on the
ballot.

Discounts
· to Students, Faculty· & Staff

"More people recognize me now. They're
congratulating me." She smiled and added, "I'm
really happy to represent FTU during the
Bicentennial. It's really an honor, especially to
have represented the VC."
8he tried to convey her feelings about her
newly-elected title. "There are so many different
things ld like to say. I didn't realize all the
friends I had before this."

DO IT YOURSELFERS

103 off on lumber
RESIDENTIAL- COMMERCIAL -

Pausing a moment to acknowledge
congratulations from a passer-by, Miss Paul
expounded, "I think this campus has a lot of
potential. I hope Homecoming was a turning
point for the spirit here at FTU."

• PosTs
• POLES
• PILING

She hopes to work as a graphic designer for a
large firm after graduation next December,
eventually climbing to a managerial position.

In te rested stud en ts may
contact Marion G. Walker in the
Division of Continuing

FARM

Discount on
t 't
t
mos I ems 0
FTU students, faculty & staff.

• LUMBER • GAns
5210 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
('h MILE W. 436)

273-1732
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Education or Dr. Ted Landsman,
Department of Psychology, both
at the University of Florida.

WE SERVICE ALL MODELS OF BICYCLES

10% discoun.t on bikes

HER
MARTS
s.

The program, sponsored by
the University of Florida, will
offer a variety of courses taught
in English by the University of
Haifa faculty, with emphasis on
peace and Jewish studies. The
group will leave March 15 and
return June 12. A student may
choose to remain for an optional
summer program living in a
kibbutz while participating in an
archeological dig or marine
archeological exploration.

855-9455

DON HUMPHREY'S BICYCLE
& HOBBY SHOP

Students can earn credit in Israel
· FTU students will be able to
study at the University of Haifa
in Israel spring quarter, and earn
credits toward their degree.
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Developmental Center
Presents:

READING LAB

A new technique for training slow readers to read with greater

speed and accuracy .

.SPEEDED RE:A·DING TAPES
a directed lab program

Available to all FTU sfudemts without cost.
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ta send an FTD LoveBundle?
Maybe because she 'll like you better for it.
Send it to your special Valentine today. She 'll get
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Choose anyone of the following small group hours:
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'
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Senate seats left empty
from absentee crackdown
By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

AL Lhe beginning of winter
quarter Rick Walsh, pr sident of
the Student Senate, threatened
senators with impeachment if
the attendance policy was not
strictly adhered Lo.
Since that Lime, senate
attendance has improved but 12
of 42 senate seats have been left
empty as a result of the absentee
crackdown.
Stud n ts in L rested in
becoming senators must be
appointed by Student Body
President Gary Andersen and
approved by a two-thirds vote of
the senate.
Senate positions vacant are
the graduate seats in education,
engineering, humanities natural
sciences and general studies.
Senior seats are available in
education and general studies. A
junior senator is needed in
humanities, and the social
sciences and general studies seats
are open in the freshman class.
"Th e L J R ( Le g i s 1at i ve,
Judicial and Rules Committee)
has really been enforcing the
absence policy," Walsh said.
Walsh explained that senators
are allowed to miss only two
meetings during the quarter. All
absences are referred to the LJR
committe where they are
declared either excused or
unexcused. Senators are then
p e rrri i t t e d Lo a p p e a 1 the
committee's decision.
Laurie Botts chairman of the
LJR committee said before
Walsh's criticism of the senators'
absences he did not refer any of
the senators absen Lee 7xcuses to
the LJR committee if they are
not within the three guidelines
set up for excusable absences
stated in the . enate rules of
order.
Ms. Botts said the LJR
commiLLee decides on the
validity of the excuse given by
the senator and, then the
senators are allowed to appear
before the commitlee to verify
their reason for missing a
meeting. Then a vote of the
committee is taken Lo determine
whether the execuse is valid or
not.

The the next regular meeting
of the senate, Ms. Botts reads a
list of the senators whose names
we re b ro u g h t up at the
committee meeting and states
the committee's decision. At
that meeting, the senator has the
option to appeal the LJR
decision and possibly override it
with a two thirds vote by the
senate. If the senator makes no
appeal, the decision is final.

Failure to attend two
meetings without excuse dm·ing
a quarter must result in the
immediate resignation of the
senator or impeachment
proceedings.

GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

"Absences that are excused
are for very good causes," Ms.
Botts said. "You're either going
to make the meetings, or you're
not going to be a senator. "

Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarship~ and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
5500 million dollars.

According Lo the senate rules,
senators absent from meetings
must turn in a written excuse Lo
the vice-president of the student
body.
Absences
are
automatically unexcused if the
vice-president has not received a
written excuse by the end of Lhe
sixth day following an absence
from any meeting, which
inclurles committee meetings.

Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowship , loans. work-study program ,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at college , vocational and technical chool , paraprofessional
training, community or two-year college , graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
level by the federal government, states, citie. , foundation corporations, trade unions, professional association , fraternal organizations,
and minority organizati n . . Money is available for both average as well
as excellent . tudcnts, both with and without need.

· The senate rules also stipulate
absences can be excused only for
hospitalization travel associated
with a student organization or a
class that conflicts with the
committee meeting or special
session of the senate.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me
_
copie. of GUIDE TO 10NEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATIO at SS .95 plu . 50c for postage and handling for each copy.

Because roll is taken at both
the beginning and end of the
senate meetings, senators musL
be presenduring the entire
meeting or they receive one-half
of an absence.

I
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(check or monc order).

Add dress

Law enforcement

State

City

___

Zip _ __

'.D Copyright 1976 Bennett Puhlishing Co.

employes
get donation
The Dr.
P . Phillips
Foundation has granted FTU
$8,000 for persons presently
employed full-Lime by a law
enforcement agency. Interested
students should contact the
Financial Aid Office.
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Mix a little Love with
your drinks.

Valentine
Special

Gene
Wilder

Madeline Marty ·
·Kahn
Feldman

Buy a soft drink and keep
this unique glass for 4gc
Glass without beverage 40C

6 pk. of love glasses $2.20
_

-~

Offer runs from Feb. 9
thru Feb. 13

~-;a Available at V.C. Snack Bar

IPGI·
SEMINOLE
CXNENA
CASSELBERRY
339-7222

PARK WOOD

CINEMA
I.
3315 W.COLONIAL 293-4753

Use ability only
for tenure base
The real issue in the
:ecommended denial of nure
:o p _-cholo _, profes or Dr.
Henry
an Tw •er is less the
man ·himself . : . though
his
credentials seen impressive . . .
han the m ans b which is
tenure could be denied.
Vhile we would caution
·an Twyver s supporters against
jumping the gun (the final word
has yet to come from the
administration) we support the
efforts of he "Students Ad Hoc
Committee for Faculty Rights'
in their opposition to the vague
and ubjective criterion used to
oppose the Van Twyver
nomination.
According to Dr. Phillip ~1
Tell, United Faculty of Florida
grievance chairman, Van Twyver
was denied nomination for
tenure by the Commitl.ee for
Tenured Faculty based on a
criterion found only on the
evaluation form used by
department chairman. It states:
" . . . I believe that granting
him / her tenure promotion
Will /will not serve the best
interest of the lnstitu tion and
the State University ystem of
Florida"

0 bviousl_', this question
invi e
personality and
unnecessary value judgments as
to what constitu e
the
univers1 ··s "bes in tere ts ' to
enter into the tenure gran ing
process. It makes a mockery of
the guideline for tenure set
down in the Board of Regen t.s
Operation Manual
which
protect academic freedom rather
than supressing it throuoh
conflicts of
iews and
per onali ties.
We hope if Van Twyver i
denied tenure it will be because
an objective process found him
without the qualifications
needed to uphold the standards
of this university. Any other
reason would supress the
diversity of philosophies, and
personalities on which the
academic process thrives.

-THE EffLTORIAL BOARD
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Cutting speed key
to entrance safety
A traffic accident last Tuesday morning near the
entrance to campus on Alafaya Trail marked the fifth traffic
accident at that location in six days.
Statistics aside, the hazards. of making a turn onto or
from one of four side streets into the apartment district
across from campus or Pegasus Drive should be clear to
student motorists.
Such frequent mishaps at the worse could cost lives and
have caused injury and property damage· at the least they
create an inconvenient bottleneck.
The "rush" hours are here to stay, but the country,
which has jurisdiction over the road, could make engineering
and regulatory improvements. The speed limit for the area,
presently 55 miles an hour, should be reduced to 40 or 45.
If the situation doesn't improve, the section of the highway
should be widened to allow for tum lanes at the
intersections.
George Cole, Orange County traffic engineer, says a study
is under way of the area's safety, prompted by a letter from
Student Government. We hope it results in greater safety.
Until then, we urge students to slow down and make a
greater effort at defensive driving.

Wise senate spending calls
for thrifty senators, feedback
By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

The Student Senate is
running out of the student's
money.
Yes folks, the thousands of
dollars handed out each month
by the senators is being taken
out of your pockets.
Funds still in tact, but only a
bill .away from the senators'
slippery hands, include abou t
$54 000 in Activity and Service
Fee money--the $2.14
subtracted from each $14 or $15
credit hour you take.

The money is student money
-- your money.

Yet, as of last week, money
left in the three accounts outside
of the Senate Working Fund
averaged 4 7 per cent of the
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD
initially budgeted amounts. And
if all the money bills currently
.-------'------------------=--------~passed by the senate and now
sitting on the desks of either
Gary Andersen, student body
president, or Rex Brown,
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Financial problems seems to
have affected everyone but the
senators at FTU. The student
loan program in Florida ran out
of money and had to request
additional funds from Congress.
Gov. Reubin Askew is in favor
of hiking gasoline taxes to create
additionai revenue to aid
financially strapped schools.
Yet there was a bill on the.
floor Thursday to give over
$2,500 to a five-member group
to participate in a music festival
in Crackow, Poland. Must we
look for and expect Andersen to
continue to veto the senate's

foolish bills as was the case with
the £6,000 ski boat'?
Replenishing the senate
accounts is not a problem. The
senate simply writes a bill
transferring money from the
Activity and Service Fee Reserve
Account to any of the other
accounts.
But the senate must instead
take more time with money bills
and plan ahead for costs they

cannot foresee. And lha job lies
in
Lhe
hands of the
Organizations Appropriations
and Finance Committee.
The blame must no be
totally levied against the
senators. The money is student
money-your money. Only if the
senators get some kind of
feedback from the people who
voted for them, can
hey
effectively pas bills which will
benefit" the entire student body
at FTU.

•
• •
opinions
Readers: azr
Editor:
As I sat reading the latest copy of the Future I became quite
hungry-not for food, but for a newspaper that reflected the attitudes
of a student body that should be concerned with the institution it is
attending and, probably more important, themselves.
I have attended a few other institutions of higher learning, and have
been involved with some I haven't attended. These other schools did
not face a threat of serious financial cutbacks because of an antiquated
state political system, not did the students have to park in the sand
while paying a $3 per quarter parking fee, n--.r did the students have to
.be concerned with registration during their spring break, especially if
their home was 1,000 miles from school.
Even though these schools went through the boring tasks of
educating the masses, I always knew that there were students who
existed on these campuses because, at least once a week, one of the
students cared enough to speak out on something by at least writing a
letter to the editor of the student's school paper.
I'm not talking about the staff of the Future or of Student
Government, even though I believe both could do a hell of a better job.
I am speaking instead about the masses of students who attend this
university -- the same masses who hunt for 20 minutes for a parking
space and have been deprived of some of their own free vacation time
to re~ister for _next quarter. Here we are, most of us complaing about
what s happenmg, but not concerned enough to even write about our
feelings and voice our expressions through a medium that sure as hell
isn't doint it for us.
. I ~ish the studeqts of FTU would let others known what they're
th1?kmg, so th~ ot~1ers will start thinking; and if that happens maybe
we 11 have a umvemty that will mean something to us, and one we'll be
proud to attend.
We're getting screwed and no one cares. Why? Apathy is king when
it's easier to bop in one's car and drive away from it all instead of
standing up for one's views and justifiable demands. I plead to my
fellow student.s to express those rumblings that we've all known have
existed for so long. Put your opinion on the Future's opinion page so
we all can have much more interesting and meaningful reading in this
"progressive" university's newspaper.
ANTHONY CARA VELLA

,
/1
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York to head
food study

Dr. Ellis foresees
trend in education
-Education will become a
life-time experience to provide
new skills and update old ones.
Ellis believes that many
individuals will have a third,
fourth or even a fifth career.

The future will be marked by
higher technology and an
advanced educational system,
says one FTU administrator.
Dr. Leslie L. Ellis, associate
vice-president and · dean of
graduate studies and research ,
said cable television, video
cassettes and computer assisted
instruction will move to the
forefront.
He said these electronic
gadgets will increase a teacher's
efficiency in the classroom. IN
fact, such devices may enable a
single teacher to handle a larger
number of students.
Because of this increased
technology, Ellis believes there
will be an increase in education
for leisure. Ellis said people will
be more efficient and be able to
finish their work quicker.
Ellis said that by the year
2000 there will be new trends in
education. He ?redict. ~:
- There will be fewer students
physically studying on campus.
Campus without walls and
external degrees might become
commonplace.

..

Ellis believes that colleges and
universities will continue at
about the same level as now and
will provide much of the
technical educational services.
Liberal arts areas will suffer. The
upper division institution will
take over.
Public community colleges
will increase significantly. They
will constitute the primary
institutions for the provision of
continuing education to adul~s.
But, perhaps the most
significant aspects of higher
education by the year 2000 will
be the expansion of services to
adults and the expansion of
vocational progran1s to meet
occupational needs of the
future. Occupations will require
high levels of basic skills and the
technical knowledge.

- The library will become a
more dominant feature of higher
education. It will be used more
and more by professors in
teaching their classes.

Music frat
installed

The traditional nine month
school year will disappear.

The National Executive
Board of Sigma Alpha Iota will
install an FTU chapter of the
International Professional Music
Fraternity on February 14.

Mrs. Millican
'one of too many
outdated n;iodels'
Editor:
Re: Article on Mrs. Millican ,
Jan. 23 issue.
During my three years at
FTU, I have become acquainted
with many women students who
had started or returned to
school, often against great
obstacles.
I have obse-rved ·' that · the
woman university student of
today needs more models of
women whose lives would add a
welcome dimension Lo her
up~ation~
.
Too many . models for women
are like that projected by the
story on Mrs. Millican. Surely
out of the vast numbers of
female studen.ts on campus, one.
could produce a biographical
encounter that would surpass
the milquetoast diet of outdated
feminine objectives, and provide
a more rigorous and palatable
offering to all students.
BARBARA B. M 00 RE

~
Art Supplies
Custom framin

Ask for y 'o ur
student
discount
Mon. thru Sat. l O a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. ti1 9
Open Sunday 12 · 5 ·
Zayre Plaza at Rt. 50 & 436

On the same day Mrs. Charles
N. Milican will be installed as a
Patroness. Patroness members
are women actively interested in
community musical affairs, in
the endeavors of the college and
the programs of the fraternity.
FTU's Zeta Tau chapter will
be the 177th chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota which has over
57 000 members active in music
throughout the· world.
The fraternity sponsors work
in music therapy, music for the
visually handicapped and aids in
community music programs.
For further information
contact Liana Ioffredo,
- 644-3931.

'

El 1is hypo th es izes that
general enrollment trends will
continue slightly upward until
1980, followed by a slight
decrease until 1990. Then there
will be a slight increase until
2000, followed by a leveling off.
Ellis admits that all he hu
done is to speculate on the
future of education. He said
only time will tell."

Dr. E: T. York, Jr. , chancellor
of Florida's Stale University
System, has been named by the
National Academy of Sciences
to head study requested by
President Gerald Ford to
recommend ways of increasing
world-wide food production.
York's task force will
investigate ways to improve
agricultural
research
organizations here and abroad
and to improve development
programs for agricultural
researchers.

k
...

i

.....S.-;.e_l_f_d_e_f_e_n_s_e__.-,DR. LESLIE L. ELLIS
The "Art of Self Defense"
will be presented for female
employes of FTU, at 2 p.m.
Tuesday in. the Engineering
Auditorium.
The program is designed to
inform women of ways to
protect themselves if attacked,
and will include a movie to
illustrate self defense methods.
The seminary will be conducted
by members of the Orlando
Police Department, and is
sponsored by the FTU Safety
Department.

~~•'"" J & B USED AUTO
~
PARTS INC.
East Hwy. 50 Bithlo, Fla.

ftPCRf 1£RVIC[

New· radiators & repairs
Import - American - Truck parts
Cash for i·unk or wreck.e d cars & trucks

Van Twyver

Open · seven days

Continued from page 1

568-2131

committee spokesman.
"Everybody's been reading it,
just signing," Ms. Mellow said.
"A lot of people have been very
aware of the situation."
She said few persons who had
been approached had not signed
it.
Ms. Mellow said ad hoc
committee members were to
continue circulating petitions
Thursday. They planned to
present the petitions along with
a letter stating their views to the
president's office today at 9: 30
a. m-. President Charles N.
Millican and Student Body
Vice-President Rick Walsh may
be present, she said.
"The only thing we wanted
to do was to test the feeling of
students on campus," Ms.
Mellow said. She said the
commiteee believes professional
qualifications should be the basis
of tenure, and that al) other
factors should be irrelevant.

,~~npnncture.
FLORIDA

Call :

FREE: • INFORMATION

~
c.;,0

o~
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~

o~

INC.

1813) 830-1088

Write: 707 BALLARD STREET
Altamonte Springs, Fla.

(~

("~

(/-9.

Alternative Therapy including Moxibustion, ~inger
Acupressure, Massage, Heat Bottle Th~rapy, Health
· Food Program, etc.

~o.S'

Member centers in Orlandq, Winter Haven , and
Davtona Bea.¢.h area~.

APRIL 15 DEADLINE

27 Italian Medical and 9 Veterinary
Schools Accept American Students

Next year
you could be on
scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC 2-year scholarship. Which
not only pays your tuition, but also gives you $100
a month allowance. And picks up the tab for your
books and lab fees, as well.
And after college, you'll receive a commission
in the Air Force ... go on to further, specialized training ... and get started as an Air Force officer. There'll
be travel, responsibility, and a lot of other benefits.
But it all starts right here ... in college ... in the
Air Force ROTc'. Things will look up ... so look us up.
No obligation, of course.

~CUP! INCTURE FOUNDATION,
(non-profit organization l

Medical and veterinary school aspirants who are thinking of applying to Italian medical schools , and thei.r familie~, must act
immediately. New Italian government regulations requ11e that preinscription applications be filed with the. Italian Emba~sy in yvash .,
D.C., and Italian Consulates , before Apnl 15, for cons1derat1on for
medical and veterinary school admission in the fall of 1976 . .
27 distinguished Italian med ical school.s accept . Americ~ns.
Several hundred Americans now are studying at Italian medical
and veterinary schools .
All applications must reach the Italian E~bassy and Consl!lates
before April 15. Medical, dental and veterinary sc~ool ~sp1rants
who need assistance in language and cultural onentat1on, and
preparation before, during and after medical school to ena.ble the
practice of medicine in the U.S ., should ~ontact the Institute of
International Medical Education . The Institute has helped moie
· American men and women enter European medical and veterinary
schools than any o"ther organization.
Of the approximately 40.000 premeds and graduate students
who will apply to American medical schools this year, about 35%
will be accepted. Contact Student Information Office.

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Provisionally chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York
40 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089

""'1"'*

"DEE'S
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SANDWIC~

SHOP"

Put it all to~her in Air Force ROTC.

CONTACT THE PROFESSOR
OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
ROOM 243.. ·

'4DMINISTRA TION BUIL_DJNG.

· OPEN SUNDAYS
-

- - -

-

--

.

across from Winn Dixie Union Park

-- J__ ---

273-1910
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Women engineers promoting
equality in industrial Jobs
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

"There's a stigma with men in
the classroom," said Miss
Hitchcock. "They eight think
you 're going to flunk out or
you're too smart to talk to"."
Opportunities for women in
engineering are excellent, said
Ventra, who is concerned too
much talent is going
waste
because women are'n 't aware of
it.
"Engineering in the past was
considered dirty work. But
today it's a sophisticated area
with requirements women have
just as well as men," he said.
Ventre added there is a
demand for women in the

science and engineering fields
because of a lack of women with
the necessary educational
requirements.
"One problem is in the
secondary schools," explained
Ventre. "Counselors there just
don't steer women toward
engineering careers."
That the outlook for women
in the industrialized fields is
improving may be indicated by
this year's 50 per cent increase
in women engineering majors at
FTU, according to Ventre.
"Women should be sensible,
not radical," said Miss Rutter.
"There's · enough room in
engineering for every body."

fYoliRCAMPUSLUfHE'R.~NCHURCHl

1

INVITES YOUR ATTENDANCE

:

<;:hrislian

I
I
I
I
I

Family Worship Sunday 10:30a.m.at Hope Lulheran Church
Prayer Meeting Sunday Nights 7 :4°5

•

Hour . Sunday 9 : 15a.m.

:

LSAT PREPARATION COURSE
.(IN ORLANDO)
20 hours, $70.
Half our students scored 600.
Course repeatable free.
70 pt. improvement over best pre-course
score by two tries after course or your
money back. Attend first class free, no

.. .

'.

obligation.

•••••••••••••••••••
GRE PREPARATION COURSE
{IN ORLANDO)
18 hours, $35;
Course repeatable free.
l 000 by the second try after course
or your money back.

Call (305) 854-7466
or write
2477 S.W. 21 St. Miami, Fla. 33145

IMPORT USED-AUTO PARTS

.INC.
~:
~ muMM

e

568-2186

C~MPLETE

(Illa.

RADIATOR SERVICE

NEW -

USED ·-

RE BU IL T CAPRI

"CENTRAL FLORIDA'S O~LY

COLLEGE CAMPUS I .si..
REPRESENTATIVE : ~

FAD Component~, Inc., 20 Passaic Ave.,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006.

I
I
J
I
I

----------------------~

EXCLUSIVE USED
CAR"
RTS DEALER

:~REIGN

. ~.

~

Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo Component~ 1 lOVOrA
Subaru
to Students at lowest prices. High Commission ~
20~ off on s 1 o.oo or more
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.
I ft
to FTU •tuclent•,
Serious inquiries only!
: W
faculty·, ••II •ta ff.

Credit .u nion
to hold
luncheon
Members of the FTU Federal
Crecit Union are invited to the
annual luncheon -business
meeting of the organization at
noon,
Feb . 18 in the
Multi-purpose Room of the
Village Center.
As in the past, new officers
will be elected to the Credit
union board of directors, and
the annual report will be
released to shareholders.
The luncheon, pro-rated at
$1.50 a member, will once again
be served by members of Tyes
sorority. Tickets have been
mailed to each member along
with an announc~ment of the
meeting. The Credit Union asks
that members call in reservations
(2855) no later than Feb. 13 to
assist meal planners.
There will be door prizes.

Education

I

2600 N. Dean Road (Go West on FTU Blvd., then South on Dean
Road)
Re'. Lance Netland of Lutheran Campus Ministry
Member of FTU United Campus Mjnistry 67-8-2011
•

~---·--------------------,

C-J .
n:lU co.

'-

A professionally prepared Resume pe~fectlv .tailor-ed
·
"Invest 1ust a little now .to
to you and and your career.
earn a lot more later'.~'
Call for .details Richard. D~negan 857-3565

Programs to promote women
in industry don't have to consist
of bra-burning, women's libbers;
or at least representatives of
FTU's Society of Women
Engineers don't think ·so.
"We 're c on n e c t e d with
women's liberation, but not in a
literal sense," said Debbie
Hitchcock, the club's program
chairman. "We want to get away
from that and just be women
rind engineers."
Begun last spring, the club is
a campus branch of the National
Society . of Women Engineers,
composed of women working in
engineering and related fields.
The purpose of the club,
according to the sponsor Dr.
Gerard Ventra, is to promote
women in engineering, preparing
them not only for what to
expect on the job, but how to
hanle interview allocations as
well.
Miss Hitchcock said, "It's
hard to know how to answer
questions like 'Are you going to
have a baby and quit?' which are
directly only to women. " The
club sponsors discussion panels
to help girls deal with these
situations.
Cheryll Rutter, president of ·
the club, explained there are
special problems pertaining to
women in engineering fields.
"Women usuaUy don't have
the assertative capabilities for
leadership when working with
men," she said. "But that's
because their not used to it."
Miss Rutter is a co-op student
employed at NASA in a
computer-analysis capacity. She
said her experience · s there
indicate that "the ice is being
broken" for women in-industry.
"I have no problems there at
all. The first day I walked in
they put me right to work," she
said.
Miss Hitchcock was also
employed at NASA but the
treatment she received was not
so encouraging, she said.
"I wasn't given a lot of
responsibility. I felt they
respected my ability but I wasn't
given a chance to use it," she
explained.
Miss Hitchcock added, "I was
always being dragged off to
meetings where I had no
FIREWORKS ADDED SPARKLE to the glow of the bonfire
business being and listening to
the men make comments like,
Friday night on the shores of Lake Claire, as stud~nts
'Boy, they sure didn't look like
gathered to celebrate Homecoming.
that when I was in engineering
school!'"
Both women said they feel
women engineering majors are
treated well at FTU, but say
some classroom experiences have
been less than encouraging.

to

,

YOUR KEY TO A SUCCESSFUL JOB SEARCH

1

I

SEVEN MILES EAST OF FTU ON HWY 50 .

L~,!~-~U~!!<! __ ~---~!-~~:.6!~J .._l__Fl~M_V___~_k4_,£_._fl__,'
VALUABLE COUPON

ALOMA TIRE .c ·o MPANY i coo~p~~~~:~!!~200
·

OPEN: 7:·~0 a.m. till 6 p.m. • 3 p.m. Sat.

•

~

..
or Service Work

: .......................... .

We Honor Mobil, Chevron, BankAmericard & Master
Charge Credit Cards For Tires and Services-WE DO OIL
CHA NG E-MECHA NICA L WORK-rUNE-A LIG N :
:
MENT-BRAKE WORK.
:

•644-6330

2190 Alem• Awe.•Winter P•rk, Fla. •32719

:•

i

THIS COUPON
WORTH'55o
ON ANY GAS FILL-UP

(MIN. 8 GAL OR MORE)

rMobil)

DC:toe:H:M:::t0e::t01:M:1cte1oc.ecHN:::t0e:::..o~· EXP I R ~S FE 8. 16, 197 6 H:M::tcM::tat:telilllODO. .M . . . .t-...i
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The crisp, spring-fresh
fashions displayed here are
courtesy of Robinson's in the
Orlando Fashion Square. These
new arrivals are the Latest
creations lrom major clothing
manufacturers like Bobbie
Brooks, Catalina, Jantzen and
Puritan.
Versatility is the !?ey to a
colorful and fashionable
wardrobe for lhe student on a
limited budget. Today's answer
lies in mfr 'n match coordinates
and stylishly interchangeable
sca1ves and bells.
Hairstyles with closer cuts
and looser curls are gaining
popularity, coupled with a trend
toward shades or red, according
to Robert Kolznick, Robinson's
resident stylist-manager.
Fa. hions are modeled by Ella
Robinson, representing Sigma
Delta Theta; Renee LaBlanc
representing Della Della Delta:
Sue Gehrard, representing Zeta
Tau Alpha; Gay Scully,
representing Tyes Sorority; and
Joe Key, representing Alpha Tau
Omega.
Women's styles can be /ound
in either the Juniors ur "Le L's
Play" department or the Savvv
Shop. Men's fashions arc in t1ie
Individualist Shop.

Photo by Kerry Faunce

MAKE A BIG SPLASH in either a candy-striped knit terry
bandeau bikini or one-piece art decoprint swimsuit, as
modeled by Renee and Sue. Joe's swim trunks are in natural
muslin-like fabric.

ELLA AND RENEE show how to be a hit whether on or off
the court in Chrissie Evert tennis wear. Scarf wi·aps and visor
caps are a must for the fashion-conscious tennis enthusiast
today. Joe models one of the newest looks in sweaters,
perfect for a wide range of sports activities.

JUMP INTO SPRING in
one of the countless new
jumper
on the fa hion
scene. Available in plaids
and dish-rag stripe , these
sundres e "ru:e one of the
biggest sensations," say Ms.
Suzanne
Charles,
Robinson's special events
director, "becau e they're
o easy to wear."
Jumpers, such as those
worn by Gay and Ella, can
be spectacularly perked up
with a turtleneck or blouse
during the colder months
and worn "bare" when
warmer days resume.
The big top and rope
belt accentuate Sue's
striped skirt to complete
the sensational display.

SHAPE UP FOR SPRING
in the new Huk-a-poo
warm-up suit. This
durably-woven action-wear
is the simple solution to
looking great while jogging
or exercising, and looks
equally fantastic for casual
sporting events as well.

Photo by Alan Geeslin

Photo by Alan Geeslin

AFTER A B y WEEK OF CLA E . rela-x in comfortable denim. or
calcutta jump uit ·, alone or _adorned wit~ ~carve , b~lt ~nd tube top . Skirts
gracing the knee and ophisticated tee hirt.: are commg mto vogue al_ o._ __

MIX 'N MATCH COORDL.~ATES add versatility to today's
student wru:drobe. Thi "investment dre ing" prnvides a
practical and stylish solution to getting the most for your
money. Blazer ves ., skirt , big tops and titching details
are very important.

Future

Bicentennial Homecoming dance

Costume prize~ awarded

SIGHTS

By KERRY FAUNCE

and

Staff Writer

SOUNDS
Page
6, 1976
10-F~b.

WFTU-TV
Feb. 11 schedule
12 noon to 3 p.m.
PROSPECTUS-current
campus news developments,
presented in a news
magazine format
E x c Lu s Iv E INTERVIEW-with Betty Staton,
Board of Regen ts
"CAUGHT IN THE
ACT"-a musical comedy
montage
FTU vs. ROLLINS-basketball

I

Bernadette Crotty and her
brother Bob, were the winning
entries in last Thursday night's
Bicentennial costume dance in
the Village Center · Assembly
Room.
Produced as an "Under the
Table" nightclub engagement,
the discotheque dance featured
the "Seve11th Sun Disco," an
announcer for radio station
WORL.
Miss Crotty, a freshman
radio-television major, was
attired in a floor-length colonial
dress of patterned material with
a solid bron overskirt.
Bob Crotty, a sophomore
majoring in marketing, wore a
black, long-tailed coat, a whit
ruffled shirt, knee-length
breeches, knee-length socks and
buckled shoes. .The costume was
completed with a colonial slyle,
three-cornered hat.
Crotty said the costume was
patterened after the style of
clothing worn by Thomas
Jefferson. "Everyone else thinks
I was dressed as George.
~ashington," he chuckled.
. They said their sister, Maria

Bozzar, created the costumes.
"We had a basic pattern, but I
didn't like it," Miss Crotty
explained. She said the patterns
were ·modified to suit their
tastes.
Other en tries included Brett
Henry and Mike Crumpton.
Henry was dressed as Benjamin
Franklin with a three-cornered
hat, long white hair, spectacles,
breeches, a vest and well padded
stomach. Crumpton wore a
confederate colonel's hat, a
white moustache and goatee,
breeches and a black coat.
The winners were awarded a
$25 gift certificate redeemable
at the University Bookstore.
While only five or six
students were attired in
Bicentennial coslumes, about
400 attended the event, Village
Center spokesman Mike Ryan
said. "The discotheque format
was an experiment for us," he
explained.
.
The "Seventh Sun Disco"
played a collection of soul, hard
rock and soft rock arrangements.
While the sound level and variety
was adequate, tone quality was
mediocre at best.

Theater review

TONI TE +SUN.
VCAR
8:30

"The Rainmaker' shows
elusive, ~agical qualities
By RANDY NOLES
Managing Editor

Winter Park's tiny Rollins
Col!Pge, as any theatre lover can
tell you, has a lot more to boast
abou L Lhan a Lop-ranked
basketball team.
Rollins'
dramalic
productions, staged in the
beautiful Annie Russel Theatre,
are nearly always top-notch, and
the Rollins Players inspiring
presentation of C. William
Nash's "The Rainmaker" is
certainly no exceplion.
The sh o w, set in the
drought-plagued 1920s West, is
about
dreams
and
hopes--particularly the dreams
and hopes of the shy,
self-effacing Lizzie, confident
that she is both plain and
destined to lead a life of
spinsterhood. That is, until
Starbuck, the rainmaking Glen
Turner of his era, touches her
life.
A Robert Redford type,
Brent van Hofftn~ Starbuck

brings both brashness and
sensitivity to his portrayal of the
flashy, black-dad drifter. But is
is Angela Lloyd, as Lizzie, who
turns in the sLrongesL
performance of the evening.
Her poignant and moving
efforL is marred only by a few
overdone jitters. Otherwise, she
handles her role flawlessly and
beauLifully. Certainly, she is
much more convincing than the
glamorous Katherine Hepburn
was in the popular film version.
Rollins theatre director Dr.
Robert Juergens, a familiar face
to local theater goers, turns in
his usual outstanding effort as
Lizzie's crusty but optimistic
father. Juergens is, of course, a
seasoned professional, which is
all th~ more to the credit of the
young Rollins Players, who
stand out despite Juergen 's
formidable presence.
Steven DeWoody, who seems
to turn up in nearly everything
Rollins does, is also believable as
Lizzie's dispeakably pragmatic

Photo by Richard Spencer

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE JOHN P. WINTERGREEN

brother, and Alex Scribner as
the younger brother, Jim, makes
up for his lack of polish with a
natural gift for comedy and a
seemingly endless supply of
energy.
Grover Gardner and Peter
Derby as the sheriff, and his
young deputy, File, are nothing
short of perfection.
"The Rainmaker" has that
elusive, magical quality that
separates great theater from the
good, or mediocre, and if the
rousing standing ovation
accorded the cast by the
"I've-seen-everything" types that
attend Rollins plays is any
indication, the · show should
enjoy a deservedly successful
run.
Showtime tonight and
tomorrow night is 8: 30.

'Of Thee I
Sing': FTU
Theater showing
The Pulitzer Prize winning
musical "Of Thee I Sing," will
be prqduced by the FTU
Theatre during· the third and
fourth weeks in February.
The production, written by
George Kaufman and Morris
Ryskind with music by George
and Ira' Gershwin, is a satire· on
politics and high-ran king
government offi'cials.
Jeff King, a veteran of many
of the theater's productions, is
cast in the lead role of
Wintergreen. Joe Dalquist, Tara
Buckley and Terry Marinaro are
also featured as major
characters. Th,e play features an
18 member cast and is being
directed by Dr. David Mays.
Choral arrangements and
choreography
are
student-directed.
Curtain times for the
production will be 8: 30 p.m.
Feb. 12 to 14 and again on Feb.
19 to 21. There will be a
matinee at 2: 30 on Sunday, Feb.
15.
All oerformances are in the
FTU Science Auditorium
General admission tickets· will be
2
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cosmic counsel

By BETTY NAIL
ARIES-Tax and estate matters
and monetary funds you share
with others can cause trouble in
our life this week. Take care of
confidential transactions and
add to savings.
TAURUS-Tensions mount to
where you cannot rely on others
for support for any new
projects.
Emotional
cross-currents in your home
environment can disturb
relations this week.
GEMINI-Pay attention to your
physical welfare, your work
environment and conditions
relating to de pen den ts and pets.
Even minor irritations can upset
you emotionally and physically.
CA GER-Problems with
romantic matters, creative and
dramatic affairs
speculative
adventures , and young folks '
could
be created by
well-meaning friends. This will
be a very sociable week.
LEO-Domestic and community
interests are taking up most of
your attention this week. Make a
fresh start for yourself and those
in your domestic circle.
VIRGO-Stick close to home
and keep contact with others to
a minimum. Consider seriou~ly

where you are heading in
pursuing new projects.
LIBRA-Avoid falling for
get-rich-quick schemes, inviting
unnecessary ex penses, or mixing
money matters with personal
affairs.
SCORPIO-Personal dealings
wiLh others should net good
results this week. Make
concentrated efforts to extend
your sphere of influence in your
circle. Be prepared for
unexpected
or
odd
circumstances.
SAGITTARIUS-Try to resolve
some of your immediate
prob! ms and cl~ar away
unfinished work. You could be
well on the way Lo overcoming a
personal !·imitation or habit.
CAPRICORN-Take advantage
of opportunities to pursue social
business and career interests and
com
Lo the attention of
influential people.
AQUA RI US-Revitalize your
major ambitions. Keep busy
with projects that are down to
earth. Sf'rvice boo ts your
career.
PISCES-Relations with an
in-law or plans for Lhe future
Lake up much of your time this
week. Refrain from traveling
I ong distances unless it is
absolutely necessary.
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There are nine vacancies
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Channel 6
telethon
·~~
.t o air soon.The 21st Annual Central
Florida Cerebral Palsy Telethon
will be conducted on WDBO-TV,
Channel 6, at 11 p.m. Safurday,
Feb. 7 through Sunday, Feb. 8 ·
al 5 p.m.
FTU'S Black Student Union
has been voluntarily drumming
up support and trying to
stimulate campus interest for the
event. Tables will be set up on
campus today, in conjunction
with Delta Sigma Theta, to help
increase FTU involvement and
a ware ness.
Jessie Matthews Miss Black
Student Union, will participate
in the television, hosted by
Gordon and Meredith McCrae.

.SPEEDWAY
RIDERS

I

• 0 to 60 MPH IN LESS THAN 3
SECONDS!
• BURN NITROMETHANE FUEL!
• NO .BRAKES ALLOWED?
Movie review

I.Sunshine Boys'
fine Simon effort
-

By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

Neil Simon's latest bit of comic wizardry attempted on the big
screen, "The Sunshine Boys," is his most endearing work to date
Containing much more than the usual Simon. fluff, "The Sunshine
Boys" combines pathos the inimitable Simon characters that touch
you down to the heart, and stellar performances by Waller Matthau
and George Burns.
Matthau plays Willy Clark, who as half of the the team Lewis and
Clark was once a too-flight vaudeville star, but now can't shake the
show biz blood flowing in his aging v~ins.
Hf' bumbles one TV commercial opportunity because he can'f
pronounce the name of the product he's hawking--Frumpies Potato
Chips--because it's "not funny." If it had a "K" soUl~d like "Alka
Seltzer, cupcake or cockroach" it would be funny, he surmises.
Finally, Clark gets one concrete job offer from a television network
as a quest on a show saluting the history of comedy--but on one
conditton, that he performs as half of the team of Lewis and Clark.
This provides quite a dilemma for the elder Clark, who hasn't
performed with Lewis for 11 years yet hasn't spoken to him in 12
yeu~
.
Lewis, played by George Burns in his first screen appearance . in 39
years, is the low-key antithesis to Clark's turbulent personality.
Burns, who began his career in vaudeville, is perfectly cast in the
rol~ of the aging comedian ready to do his comedy bit one more
time--even after 11,000 performances.
After Clark's nephew-agent Ben Clark played by Richard Benjamin,
gets the two together-which is quite a task in itself, since the pair have
an immense dislike for each other--the fireworks begin.
The masterful display of give-and-take Matthau and Burns engage in
what amounts to a giant battle of wits while rehearsing for the show. In
the end, Lewis wins the battle but Clark in his fiery way inevitably
wins part of it.
Simon's depiction of personal relationships in "The Sunshine Boys"
can teach a lesson about life as most of his works 1,1sually do.

.LL

BULL'S EYE! Al Lewis
(George Burns) is a passive
target when Willy Clark
(Walter
Matthau)
"accidentally" squirts some
makeup in his eye during a
humerous scene from, "The
Sunshine Bovs. "

Adult~.

Don't miss .it!
'

. $3 Ages 6-12 .. $1
Age 5 & under free

Start_
ing Sat~rday Feb. 7, 8 p.m.
ORLANDO SPORTS STADIUM
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Feb. 6 - Feb. 12, 1976
EVENT

9 a.m. - 10 a.m.

A bill allocating $3,275 to
the Recorder Consort and Oboe
LOCATION
Trio
to
attend
the
Polish-American Music Festival
in Crack ow
Pol and
was
- u cc e ssfu Uy filfbustered last
MPR
week by th~ Student Senat and
vc 200
Lhe meeting adjourned before a
vc 200
vote could be taken.
vc 214
The money was reportedly
SCI 115
needed by the fiv -member
group before Friday of last
vc 200
week, but they received an
vc 200
extension of one week to collecl
vc 200
the funds. The bill was to be the
Lake Claire
first order · of business at the
vc 211
senate meeting Thursday.
VCAR
The bill orginially called for a
$4, 3 2 5 al location including
airfare from New York to
Poland and all room and board
for the three-week stay.
MPH
The bill which was to be
voted on Thursday would grant
vc 214
onl
$2,620' to the group,
GCB 114
however. The remainder would
be raised by the group and
Stud. Org. Lg.
individuals.
President Millican earlier this
week offered his personal loan
of $800 to finance the group's
vc 200
participation in Lhe festival.
GCB 114 115
Ms. Patricia J. Stenberg ,
E GR 108, 109 associate professor of music and
GCB 103
adviser to the group, said the
MPR
trip and consort would repay as
VC 211
much of the allocation back to
GCB 216
the Activity and Service Fees
VCAR
fund as possible through benefit
concerts and other fund-raising
activities. The bill, however,
does
not stipulate any
repayment.
SCI ! 15

3 p.m. - 5 p.m .

vc 200

4 p.rn. - 6 p.m.
5 p.m. - 6: 30 p.m.

VC 211
Stud. Org. Lg.

5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
6: 30 p.m. - 9 p.m.

MPR
vc 212
VCAR "A"
Stud. Org. Lg.

TH1E
FRIDAY, FEB. 6

8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
9 a.m . - 10 a.m.
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Noon - 1 p.m.
oon - 1 p.m.

Art Dept. Sculpture
Favors
VCPEC
Ski Club
United Campus Min.
Student Production
Meeting
Panhellenic
S.G. EAS
ASCE
Dance Rehearsals
'Five Easy Pieces"

1 p.m. - 2
2 p.m. - 4
2 p.m. - 4
3 p.m. - 5
7: 30 p.m.
8: 30 p.m.

p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
- 10 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEB. 7
ArL Dept.
SculpLure
VC Favors
Girl Scouts
Delta Sic11na Theta
United Campus
Min. 1 Iass

8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
2 p.m. - 7 p.m.

4: 30 p.m. - 5: 30 p.m.
SU DAY, FEB. 8

1 p.m. - 6: 30 p.m.
4: 30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
4:30 .p.m. -11 p.m.
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
6 p.m. - ~O p.m.
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Alphi Phi Omega
Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Phi Omega
Tri-Delta
TKE
Alpha Chi Omega
Pi Kappa Alpha
"Five Easy Pieces '

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
8: 30 p.m.
MONDAY, FEB. 9

United Campus Min.
Bible Study
Bible SLudy
SG EAS Committee
VCB Cinema Committee
Pi Kappa Little Sisters
Forensic Science
Reception
VC Photo Class
KaraLe Lessons
Yoga Lessons

ADVERTISING SALESPERSON
FOR THE FUTURE

Bill fullding
Poland trip
filibustered

TUESDAY, FEB. 10

No

experien~e - necessary

ARRANGE HOURS AROUND YOUR
SCHEDUL;E
CALL PERRY
275-2865
1

*****************~

t
t

"SAGA SAYS" :*
You could go nuts waiting for
a better deal than

*
tic :"""THE
MEAL PLAN***: !
:
Special offer for 6 wk. plan
: !
1 : 19 meal plan $134.40
: *
:; :
14 meal plan
$127.50
: *
:
10 meal plan
$120.00
: *
! ::*********************~****
• Price includes tax
: !
*
-ie Sign up now for the. "1eal. pla~ m th~ *
-iC Village Center Cafetena Office, or Admm. *
! Service Office, from 9 a.m. · 4 p.m. , *
•
Mon~ thru Fri.
*
•
SAGA F_
ood Service ~ff ice
*

iC

•

•

•******************

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Need a few extra Bucks?
Part time line servers are
needed to work lunch and
dinner in the cafeteria.
Apply Food Service Office,
Village Center, ask for Cliff.

Camera for sale. 35 MM
plus options. Excellent
condition. $35. Call Jon
273-8517.

l

United Campus Min.
Bible Study
Alpha Tau Omega
Speakers Committee
VC Public RelaLions
Committee
IFC and Panhellenic
IFC
Alpha Phi Omega
Karate Lessons
Conflict Simulations
Club
VC Cultural Events
Christian Fellowship

10 a.m. - 11 a.m.
Noon - 1 p.m.
Noon - 1 p.m.

1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
6 p.m.

- 3 p.m.
- 4 p.m.
- 6 p.m.
- 8 p.m.

7 p.m. - 11 p.m.
7: 30 p.m. - 11 p.m.
7: 30 p.m. - 9 p.m.

SCI115
vc 200
vc 214

vc 200
Stud. Org. Lg.
vc 200
vc 200

Oviedo, 3 bdrm, 1 bath
frame home on 5 acres.
Advertising salesperson, Barn, irrigated gm.·den area.
part time. No experience Fenced, improved pasture.
necessm.y. 275-2865 on State highway frontage.
campus. Ask for Perry.
$45,000. Seller will hold
mortgage. Also have 2
bdrm., 1 bath CB home on
Indian River at Oak Hill.
$28,000. Phone 365-3015.

MPR:

vc 214
vc 200
vc 211

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
American Indian
Organization
Alpha Phi Omega
Tri-Delta
Karate Lessons
VC Photo Class
Alpha Phi Omega Favors
FTU Christian Fellowship
FTU MAgic Theater Group

11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

SCI 115

3 p.m. - 4: 30 p.m.
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
7: 30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

ENG 138
vc 214
GCB 114
MPR
VC 212
vc 214
vc 200

vc

FOR RENT
Pool Home, unfrn., 4 bdrm.
2 bath, kitchen equipped,
carpeted, C/ A, quiet and
clean! Casselberry. Super
for singles to share and live
cheap! $280. 678-4251.

211

Room for rent in three
bdrm. house with all
utilities available. Lakefront
lot on Crescent Rd. Ask for
David at 423-1196 between
6 a.m. and 4 p.m.

THURSDAY, FEB. 12
VC Favors Girl
Scouts
United Campus Min.
Fellowship
Captains Meeting
Delta Sigma Pi
Phi Chi Theta
S. G. Student
Meeting
Preprofessional Medical
Society
Black Student Union
Alpha Phi Omega
Florida Engineering
Society
VC Favors Girl
Scouts
KaraLe Lessons
Wrestling
Delta Tau Delta
TKE Little Sisters

8 a.m. - noon

11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

vc 200

Noon - 1 p.m.
Noon - 1 p.m.
Noon - 1 p.m.

ENGR 121
VC 200
GCB 103, 110
GCB 114, 116

Noon - 3 p.m.

VCAR "C"

Noon - 1 p.m.
Noon - 1 p.m.
Noon - 1 p.m.

ENGR 336
vc 211

Noon - 1 p.m.

ENGR 203

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
6 p.m. - 11 p.m.

vc 211, 214
MPR
VCAR

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

HZFA 209

ZETAS - The float looked
great! Special thanks to our
sponsor Jimmy Bryan
Toyota, to D.S. for the use
of her cm.· and to Penni for
the use of her house ·Congrats to Sue and Eva You were both beautiful!

vc 214

VC214

PERSONAL

.

*

ask for Bill or Chff

Home for sale. 2 bdrm.
attached private studio
apartment now brings
$1200 per year income.
Corn e1· lot convenient.
$24,800 Call 896-6690.

WANTED
Female would like to share
house and expenses with
same. Azalea Park, Pets and
kids OK. Call Kathy
855-7610 between 8:30 and
5:00.

10 speed bicycle, 26 inch,
also auto carrying rack.
$50.
Call 275-2865
weekdays.

SERVICES

'73 Nova SS 25,000 miles.
Excellent condition. $2600.
Air, PS, PB plus extras.
27 5-2865 Can be seen on
campus froin 8-5 M-F.

Spanish Tutor. Native
speaker. Retired Professor
will teach in your home.
Reasonable fee. For info
call 896-6690. Evenings.

Tuska willa Country Club
home
by
owner
Immaculate - 2 years old,
better than new - walking
distance; Golf, Tennis,
Stables and lake. 4 bdrm., 2
bath, extra neat - Huge
l 8'x36' sparkling all
automatic pool. Redwood
fence. Gorgeous landscaping
- pond
deep well sprinklers - BBQ - Drapes.
Large lot - all extras 6 7 8- 7 2 5 2, $ 6 4, 9 00.
Excellent schools.

Experienced typist.
Selectric. Reasonable
for fast service. Call
Weiss after 1
678-3481.

IBM
rates
Susie
p.m.

Typing
Extensive
experience in term papers,
business letters and theses.
Fast and accurate,
reasonable rates. Phone
834-1991.
Kenwood stereo amplifier,
32 watts per channel at 8
ohms, $130. University
Villas, 3200 Alafaya Trail,
Apt. A-6.
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What is it like when 15 graphic arts
students travel to the southern-most portion
of the country, camp out in record breaking
inclement weather and spend five days
mingling with the natives?
"I have never been so successful in my
teaching career," mused Jagdish Chavda,
chaperone for his traveling graphic design
class.
The excursion was a project designed to
give the students experience in the work they
will be doing after graduation, said Chavda.
Marilyn Saunders, one of four girls who
made the trip, said it was more than an
exercise in practical application.
"We've always been a close class, but the
trip gave us the chance to really get to know
each other," she said.
Miss Saunders explained that the group
camped out because they "were short of
money" and received no assistance from the
school in funding the trip.
Everyone agreed the trip was successful.
According -to one of the students, Tom
Bowers, it was also a chance to "show
everybody the Art Department is active."
Students in the class, Advanced Graphic
Design 11, contributed their photographic
impressions of the island.
I! I" \I I . l; \\. Y 11 I> l :.; I .
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Knights drop Florida Southern -

One down, Rollins to go
By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

A
fast-breaking,
ball-scavenging, outsized but not
outjumped gang of crusading
Knights surprised even their
most faithful followers as they
shocked the previously No. 1
ranked Division II Moccasins of
Florid a Southern, Saturday
night, ·by the solid measure of
92-76.
The win propels the Knights
into a first place tie with Rollins
College in the Sunshine State
Conference. FTU, now 13-3,
meets Rollins, 12-3, tomorrow
night at Rollins' Enyart Alumni
Field House for sole possession
of the conference lead.
But it was a superlative
second half performance by
6-foot-2 Jerry Prather who
constantly outhustled,
outmuscled and outjumped his
taller opponents, that derailed a
furious second half Moc
come.b;:ick led by sharpshooting
guard Dan Wright and appeased
a stand ing room only
Homecoming crowd of over
3,100 screaming, stomping and
applauding FTU fans.
Prather ripped the nets for 20
second half points (a game-high
total of 27 po in ts), seven
last-s tanza rebounds and an
incredible five second half
steals--including a string of three
that led to a trio of quick Knight
buckets that took the venom out
of the Moes' bite by increasing a
precarious three-point FTU lead
lo a safe nine points.
The Knights led 52-44 with
seven minutes gone in the
se~ond
half when Florida
Southern began finding the
range and outscored FTU 14-7
over the next four minutes to
cut the FTU lead to 59-58. A Bo
Clark basket later, Prather began
his one-man thievery.
His first steal of a Moccasin
pass led to an easy snowbird
layup by Clark to make the
count, 63-58. On the Moes' next
possession, the 175-pound
forward hesitated a Mike Spatola
pass and took the ball tlle length
of the court to increase the
margin to seven.
Seconds later, he again stole
the ball and fed the ball to
Benny Shaw for an uncontested
baseline jumper. Bingo, the
Knights led 67-58 and the
stunned and tired Moes took a
time-out presumably to see if

FTU vs. Tars:
winner take all
By STEVE ISHAM
ii

FTU and Rollins,
undefeated ·powerhouses in
t h e S u nshi ne State
Con f ere nee will clash
Saturday night and determine
which of the "run and gun"
teams will stand alone atop
the league standings.
1
A sellout crowd will be on :·
hand at Enyart Alumni. Field
House to witness the most
important battle of the
newly-organized conference.
The Knights are on an .•
!r 11-game winning streak with
a 13-3 record and peaked last
week by bouncing Florida
Southern 92-76.
Bennie Shaw is averaging
25 points per game Bo Clark
21 points per game. The team
is also getting brilliant play
from Jerry Prather and Cal
Lin·gelbach.
Rollins flattened Florida
Southern two days before
FTU did. Rollins boasts a
12-3 record.
The Tars, however, have
lost to some top-notch Learns
this year including North
Carolina State and Dayton.
They lost these games by a ,
total of just seven points.
Rollins and FTU are not
particularly big teams. Rollins
offers Steve Heis and Bruce
Howland as their tallest
players, both 6-foot-6.
Together, the pair gathers 16
rebounds per game. Howland
also leads the team in scoring
with a 19 point per game
average.
wi th 6- fo 0 t- 6 i 11 y
Belotte, 6-foot-6, David
Lewis, and jumping jack Jerry
Prather at 6-foot-6, the
Knights seem to be on a par
sizewise with the Rollins
crew.
When the matchup is over,
we can look forward to the
rematch only three weeks
away.
•

1

1

Photo by Kerry Faunce

COACH TORCHY CLARK gets a victory ride after FTU's 92-76 win over Flo1·ida Southern.
F'TU was employing a sixth man.
The " Orlando Bunch" of
Bishop Moore predict Clark,
Shaw of Boone High School and
Evans grad Cal Lingelbach
weren't 'exactly intimidated by
the ranking or the size of the
Moes either, whose only other
loss came at the hands of Rollins
College last Thursday.

who tallied the majority of his
21 points outside, and the
consistent play of forward Peter
P~llen who hit 8 of 11 from the
floor and 18 points were the
only bright spots for Florida
Southern Coach Him Jarrett
who can attempt to avenge the
loss to FTU in Lakeland on
Saturday, Feb. 21.

Both the shifty Clark and
steady Lingelbach could
penetrate almost at will the soft
underbelly of the Florida
Southern defense and drive the
lane for each two-pointers or
assists to other Knight play ers
open in the middle.
The big men for FTU, either
Willy Belotte, David Lewis or
Wilfred Nix did a credible job in
1i mi ting the Moc · postmen,
All-American candidate John
Edwards and substitute 6-foot-8
Bill Chambers, to a combined 23
points and 14 caroms.
The Knights outrebounced
the Moccasins, 30-19, with
Prather getting a third of those.
This was despite Moc front line
that had an average 3-inch and

Channel 24
•
airs
game

lfuturf'!I
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The FTU-Rollins College
game will be broadcast live
· Saturday night on Channel 24,
WMFE-TV.
A pre-game show will begin at
7:30 p.m. followed by the
tip-off at 8 p.m.
The pre-game show will
feature season analysis and game
pre dictions by FTU Coach
Torchy Clark and Rollins Coach
Ed Jucker.
FTU and Rollins share first
place in the newly-formed
Sunshine State Conference with
3-0 records.

the team in scoring and
rebounding with 15 points and
severn caroms. Cindy Henry
backed up the effort with 11
tallies and six rebounds.
Wednesday's con test against
the stronger Flagler College
women was by a strong
defensive battle as the narrow
lead switched back and forth
between the two clubs.
With 16 seconds left in the
contest, Henry stole an errant
Flagler pass. The ball was
brought down court and Stilwell
calmly stalled until the final two
seconds in the game. Ray then
took the ball and scored on a
driving lay-up to give the
Knights an upset over Flagler.
Ray accounted for 17 .points
in the · matchup and Stilwell
added 16.
The lady cagers travelled to
St. Augustine this week for a
tournament hosted by Flagler
College. FTU is rank~d number
one in the tourney.

w

FTU wins

20-pounds per man size
advantage over the Knights.
The net-popping of Wright,

11 straight

Lady cagers heat
Miami-Qade, Flagler
The FTU Women's Basketball
Team continued
their
undefeated streak running their
record to 9-0 by collecting two
wins during the past week,
defeating Miami-Dade
Co mm unity College North
56-4 8, and squeaking past
favored Flagler College 56-54.
Cold shooting by the Knights
who hit only 33. per cent from
the floor, and early foul trouble
kept the lady cagers from
building any substantial point
bulge in the first half of the
Miami-Dade matchup. Cynthia
Young and Kathy Stilwell, each
collecting 10 points in the game,
kept the women's offensive
attack rolling with good
ball-handling and steady
defensive play.
The balanced offensive attack
produced four of the five
women starters scoring in double
figures.
Scoring ace Terri Ray, despite
early foul trouble, came off the
bench in the second half to lead

Staff Writer

The Knights set the stage for
their Homecoming battle with
Florida Southern by romping
over St. Leo 80-56.
In one of their best shooting
efforts of the season, FTU's
cage rs connected on 59 per cent
of their field goals, hitting 33 of
59. Led by the nation's No. 5
Division I scorer, Bennie Shaw,
the Knights built up a 20-poin t
lead, 63-43 before beginning a
stall to the bewilderment of St.
Leo and the dismay of the
red-hot Knights.
•

1

Shaw got the running-gunning
fastbreak started again when he
mistakenly took Coach Torch~,
Clark's time-out signal for
perm1ss1on to open up the
scoring assault. Shaw missed the
10-footer, but gathered in the
rebound, hit the bucket and was
fouled for a three-point play.
FTU then reeled off eight
straight points to build their lead
to 27 points, 74-47.

1

Photo by Kerry Faunce

FTU'S CAL LINGELBACH, sinks to the floor during the
Saturday night victory over Florida Southern. Marshall
Lester of the Moes looks on in surprise.

Shaw led the Knights with 24
points, hitting 10 of 14 field
goals. Freshman Bo Clark and
guard Calvin Lingelbach added
17 points each in the winning
effort.
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.,__ ·Grapplers finish To Sports Stadium
second in meet Speedway ra'!ing returns!
By STEVE ISHAM
Staff Writer

FTU freshman Rick
Dombrowski won the
150-pound class, and the
Knights as a team finished
second behind the University of
Florida in the Florida Collegiate
Conference Wrestling
Tournament Saturday in Tampa
The Gators had five wrestlers
take individual titles and scored
106 points, while FTU tallied
79 1h points and Florida
International placed third with
59 points.
Dombrowski · decisioned
Florida's Rick Prosuch to
capture his title, whife
teammates Rich Guerra and Pat
Berkey nailed down second
place finishes.

RICK DOMBROWSKI
Wareing (142 pounds) and Ray
Barker (177 pounds) placed
fourth in their divisions.
FTU Assistant Coach John
Rouse commented, "We were a
little surprised that we placed in
e v e ry weight class, but
Dombrowski just wrestled super
and so did Theders."
"Florida has an excellent
team. We had two wrestlers,
Guerra and Berkey, lose in the
finals, so we could have gotten
closer."
Fourteen teams, 10 four-year
schools and four junior colleges,
entered the meet.

''We were a little surprised
that we placed in every
weight class."
Ron Anderson (126 pounds),
John Theders (158 pounds),
Roy Backer (177 pounds) and
Dave Alberts (190 pounds) took
third places in their classes. Mike
Gillis (134 pounds), Mike

Tennis fiQals held today

Football giants
concerned about
NCAA .rules

'

Hall, a transfer student from
Funnan is in the fourth spot.
Coach Wood feels this
tou.rnament will provide a true
evaluation of individual talent
because "it's harder to be a
winner day in and day -out, as
opposed to a single challenge
match.,,
Wood says there is a good
nucleus in Bryant and Jim Shea.
Several new players are 1ikely to
be excellent performers this
year, he added.
FTU's NCAA action begins
on Feb. 12, but the first home
clash will be on Feb. 16 against
Florida Southern, while on Feb.
27 the University of Florida
team will be visiting.

The finals of the first FTU
singles tennis tournament will be
played today at 3 p.m. and
Coach Lex Wood is hoping the
tourney will _provide successors
to the graduates of last year's
nationally-ranked squad.
Wood said the tournament is
designed to be "a combination
of challenge and tournament
matches to determine the best
players."
Toby Crable, a junior college
transfer is the No. 1 seed, and is
followed by Steven Bryant,
winner .. of last year's Orlando
City Tournament.
Ian Harris, a freshman, ranks
as the third seed and Jimmy

College Press Service

For a while it looked as
though the, big daddy of
collegiate sports, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA), might split wide open
at its annual convention in
mid-January.
Delegates representing seven
maior NCAA conferences and 21
independent universities
threatened to secede if their
proposal for a "super division"
was not approved. Super division
proponents were asking the
NCAA to add another division
to the three already operating to
a c c o m m o d a t e the l a r g·e
super-powers.
The big football schools are
becoming increasingly nervous
over the way the NCAA
membership has reduced
scholarship limits, staff sizes and
team sizes at the expense of
major college football. The super
division would have given them
g re ate r power in deciding
recruiting and scholarship
policy.
In the end, the big schools
had to settle for a committee to
study the proposal. Most of the
smaller schools were unhappy
that the plan wasn't "kill in the
bud," but glad to see the giants
not gain any more control over
· college football.
In other action, the NCAA
convention:
- Lifted the restrictions on
squad size for all sports which
had been imposed last August.
-Declined to vote on a
resolution which would have
applied NCAA rules to women's
collegiate athletics by 197 8.
Instead, the NCAA voted to
initiate a study with the
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women to examine
the conflicts between the two
groups over women's a th le tics.
-Defeated the so-called
Robin Hood amendments which
would have split the $16 million
in college football television
money among all 'w members
of the> NCA inst(
of JUSt the
teams and conferr1 e. appearing
in televised games. 1 i proposal
brought another round of
. ece sion threats from the super
powers but the delegate \'Ote<;lit down handily.

Speed way motorcycle
racing, the nation's "fastest
growing motosport" is
returning to the Orlando
Sp or ts Satdium for its,
second season, beginning
Saturday, Feb. 7, at 8 p.m.
The new competition
matches professional cyclists
from all over the country,
racing around a dirt track
one-eighth of a mile long,
reaching speeds of up to 60
m.p.h.
Each night, 20 races will
be presented, each of which
serves as a step for a rider to
reach the final heat.
Speedway racing accents
the man and not the machine.
The bikes all have
one-cylinder four-stroke
engines, and all bikes are as
evenly matched as possible.
The focus is on the rider's
talents and not on mechanical
factors.
Speedway promoter Bob
Hietrich says the sport is
"growing at a phenomenal

rate." Speedway racing is the
No. 2 spectator sport in
England and much of Europe,
and California now has 10
tracks holding weekly races,
he ~aid.
Hietrich urges everyone to
see Speedway. He insists that
"the sport is so exciting, no
prior interest in bikes is
necessary to enjoy it. It's easy
to follow, and an announcer
guides the action for the
crowd and it's not like
motocross where the
spectators can get dirty.,,

:~ 11 wmfe-tv

This year team racing will
be added to individual
contests. The first date pits
the Orlando Cosmics against
the Jacksonville Pirates in a
team-test match. Team racing
has a similarity to roller
derby in that a team member
will block another cyclist to
free his partner for a score.
Heitrich describes the
sport as "very rough,,, but
adds there has never been a
fatality because of excellent
safety equipment and the
short track.

CHANNEL 24 Public Television

Rollins vs. FTU
live from E:qyart Alumni Field House
The Battle .for the Sunshine ,State
Conference lead.
, The Battle for National Ranking
The Battle for an NCAA Berth
Saturday night Feb. 7th
Pre-game show 7:30 p.m.
Its live on Channel 24 WMFE TV
L.
.-

Bus Ride To

BASKETBALL

Due to the tremendous response to our _TOYOTA-THON sale we
have our used car lot overloaded with new car trade-ins. We will
treat you right, the best price. the best trade-ins. the friendliest
salesmen, the most determined crew to please you. Check our inventory today. Over 140 top quality reconditioned used cars to
choose from. Must reduce inventory this week by 40 cars
76 CHlVm£
3.000 miles. fact air. A/T, radio
75 FORD GRANADA
2 dr., A/T, P/S. P/B. stereo
75 HORNET
2 dr.. fact. air. A/T, P/S. mint condition. 11 .000 mi.
74 TOYOTA COROLLA WlGOll Fact. air. A/T. low miles. lovely yellow
.
74 PINTO
2 dr., red. white vinyl top, fact. air. 4 speed, outstanding buy

FTU 'vs -FLA.So.
LAKELAND
A student bus will leave
at 5:30 pm.
O~ly 50
seats are ~vailable, all
on a first-come firstserve basis.
A $1 deposit
is necessary to make a
~~ servation.
Reservations
made at SG offices.
Deadline is noon, Fri., Feb.
· 13 . Minimum passenger
load is 35 students.
Deposit refunded if bus
is cancelled or when you
get on.
FTU

I

I

I

Support

FTU

-

Sign up Now!

vc 205
1

74 Y.W. IUG
74 TOYOTA TRUCK
74 FORD GRAN TORINO
74 DATSUN 710
74 M.G.I.
74 PONTIAC TRANS AM
74 HONDA CIYl.C
74 TOYOTA COROLLA
74 TOYOTA CORONA
73 PINTO
73 MAZDA RX3
73 OLDS OMEGA HATCHBACK
73 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
73 YIGl G/T
73 MAZDA RU WAGON
72 PINTO RUNABOUT
72 MATADOR
72 DODGE PICKUP
72 GREMLIN
72 OPEL WAGON
72 PORSCHE

71 VW BUS
71 MG MIDGET
70 TOYOTA
68 RENAULT

65 VW BUG
63 CORYAIR

$3795 .
$3695
$3195

$2995
$2295
$2695
$2995
$2795
$2795
$3995 .
$«95
$2195
$2695
$3295
$1795
$1695 .
$205
$2395
$1295
$1995
$1195
$1295

Bright yellow. 13.000 miles. a baby doll
Camper top. A/T, 16.000 miles. dark green
Fact. air. A/T. A super buy at
2 dr. 4 speed, racing orange. Economy family car
2 tops. purple with white trim. 5,000 miles
15.000 miles. fact. air. A/T. fantastic color
2 dr .. nice small car at a low low price
2 dr .. 4 speed. sharp small car ;; 1338A
4 dr.. low miles. fact. air. A/T
2 dr., 4 in stock. Air. A/T 11nd stick. your choice
silver streak. air. 4 speed. nice for the price
A/T. air. fireengine red
4 dr .. loaded. one owner, 33.000 miles
Yellow with white .strip e, air. A/T, stereo. a real buy
Air. All. extra clean. Look at the price.
Apple green, 4 speed. fine transportation
2 dr., Air. A/T. low miles. one owner, great buy
A/T, P/S, 30.000 miles. top quality truck
$1995
Light blue, air. rad io. low miles. reconditioned
$1595
11 4 speed jewel. economy, looks great
$1595
30.000 miles. blue. black top. double sharp
$3695
A low 50.000 miles. in excellent condition
$2195 •
Orange, black top. low miles, fine sports car
$1595
Red. 2 dr., top condit ion
.$1095
4 dr., lime green
$695
Blue. 2 door
$695
Not many left
$395

$100 Discount to Students, Faculty & Staff
--with 1.D.
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El.ler dedicated
to cam us safety
By STEVE ISHAM
Staff Writer

"Accidents just don't happen
. .. there's always a cause," sayd
James K. Eller, safety officer at
FTU and a man totally
dedicated to the safety of the
university community.
Eller has worked as safety
officer a year and a half, and
says that during this period there
has been a large decrease in
accidents on campus.

JAMES K. ELLER
Eller quest10ns, however, the
necessity of spending $285,00.
for compensal.ion for small
accidents at Florida universities
during the past fiscal year. Of
thaL total, $30,000 went for
FTU employee-accident
compensation.
'These figures are
unreasonable," he said, "because
there aren't enough precautions
taken to prevent accideots. An
ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure."
Eller's primary task is to
coordinate a program for safety

and health for the university
community, one part of which
involves the continuous
inspection of campus buildings
and facilities. "A recent
inspection by the State
Department of Commerce found
nothing wrong at all on
campus," Eller boasted.
Another area of involvement
for the safety officer is to
organize programs of safety
awareness for the 1,600 FTU
employees. Eller is responsible
for delivering various first aid
programs and lectures for the
benefit of university employes.
Last year, Eller sponsored
first aid classes, defensive driving
sessions, and lectures featuring
noted speakers discussing social
hazards such as rape.
In the near future a class will
be offered in cardiacpulmonary
education, and those who
complete the safety course will
receive a thrce-ye-a r certificate
from the Red Cross, Eller said.
Eller urges everyone at FTU
to . contact him if they discover
any problem regarding safety
conditions. "The services are
open and I'm available," he said.

FTU STUDENT Jo-hn :K:- Stehtmann was slightly injured when-hisauto, the car on the left,
went out of control when heading north on Alfaya Trail and struck an on-coming car deiven
by George Kidder of Goldenrod. Kidder was taken to Winter Park Hospital for treatment
and released.

I

Referring recent rash of
traffic accidents around the
university, Eller says he will
consult with the county engineer
about the problem. "We may
have to slow down traffic on Lhe
Alafaya Trail," he said, "but I
don't think another red light is
warranted. If people would obey
safety rules and consider other
drivers, these accidents wouldn't
happen."

Debaters place in contests
The FTU Debate Team has
attended two tournaments this
quarter and excelled in both,
taking a fourth and a third place
in national college team
competition.
The first weekend of this
quarter Rick Bl-0omquist and
Stan Atkins, representing FTU
in the Southwest Missouri State
Championship Tournament,
placed fourth out of 32 schools,
losing to Ohio State in the
elimination rounds.
January 23-26 the F.TU top
Debate Team; Pat Jerome and
Ed Foster, took third place at
the West Georgia College
Tournament, competing with 45
schools. The team lost in the
semi- finals after defeating
Vanderbilt, FSU, Auburn and
LSU, among others.
FTU was the only school to
qualify two debaters for top ten
honors for individual
performances at the Georgia
Tournament. Jerome took
second place, missing the too

""Kiss-Off'' may
set new record
A "Kiss-Off" sponsored by
FTU's fraternities and sororities
will be held at Sea World on
Valentine's Day, Feb. 14.

,..

Sororities and fraternities will
be competing against one
another to see who can kiss the
most members of the opposite
sex in an effort to break the
record established in the
Guinness Book of World
Records.
A spokesman said Sea World
is prom1smg "trophies and
national fame" for the winner.

slot by only one point, and
Foster placed eighth.
The FTU novice debate team
traveled to the University of
Georgia last weekend and was
one of two schools to qualify
two teams for finalist
competition. Dan Shiffer and
Jim Holmes were octa· finalists;
Regina Dillon and John Rankin
captured third place.
This weekend the team will
compete at the University of
South Florida
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